Use of artificial tissue to practice endoscopic submucosal dissection

Endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) is a complex interventional procedure involving several skills and diverse instruments. A consensus from European experts suggested that training for ESD should be performed in a stepwise approach, from knowledge sharing to hands-on ESD experience in an isolated pig stomach model or in live pigs [1]. We have previously developed realistic models to provide clinical practice for ESD in ex vivo or live pig models [2,3]. In this study, we aimed to evaluate the feasibility of using an artificial tissue in ESD training. To our knowledge, this novel approach has not been previously reported.

The artificial tissue is composed of three different layers that include a thin flexible silicone sheet and hook-and-loop fasteners. The silicone sheet is precut to represent early stage cancer in the mucosa (Fig. 1a). The hook-and-loop fasteners consist of two layers of linear fabric (Fig. 1b). The upper layer consists of tiny hooks and represents the submucosa, while the lower layer consists of small, hairy loops and represents muscle. When the two layers are pressed together, the hooks catch in the loops and the two layers bind temporarily. When these layers are separated by pulling or peeling the two surfaces apart using an insulated-tip knife, it mimics the process of ESD. Red strands are fixed on the lower layer to represent exposed submucosal vessels, which helps give practice in the management of bleeding (Fig. 1c). The artificial tissue can be cut and mounted on a resinoid stomach model (LM-083; Koken Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan; Fig. 1d,e). It has several ports where the artificial tissue can be mounted for ESD practice (Fig. 1f).

The ESD protocol used was similar to the standard protocol in humans (Video 1). The greatest advantage of this model is that it can be used for complete ESD training without the ethical issues of using live animals and provides ample opportunity for repeated practice sessions.
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Video 1

In this video the feasibility of using an artificial tissue in endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) training is demonstrated. The artificial tissue is composed of three different layers and can be cut and mounted on a resinoid stomach model. The practice procedures for ESD using a dual knife, an insulated-tip (IT-2) knife, and a Coagrasper are similar to the standard protocol in humans.

![Fig. 1](image-url) Components of the artificial tissue model for the practice of endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD). a The silicone sheet, which is precut to represent early stage cancer in the mucosa. b The hook-and-loop fasteners, which consist of two layers of linear fabric. c Red strands fixed on the lower layer represent exposed submucosal vessels, which aid practice for the management of bleeding. d, e The artificial tissue can be cut and mounted onto a resinoid stomach model. f The resinoid stomach model has several ports where the artificial tissue can be mounted for ESD practice.
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Fig. 2 The practice procedures for endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD). a A dual knife (KD-650Q; Olympus Optical Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) is used to place marks at the periphery of the lesion. b The mucosa outside the markings is first cut with the dual knife; then c, d an incision is made around the circumference; and e, f the dissection is performed using the insulated-tip (IT-2) knife (KD-610L; Olympus Optical Co. Ltd.). g The Coagrasper (FD-410LR; Olympus Optical Co. Ltd.) is used when visible vessels or bleeding are observed. h, i The target lesion is then resected and removed from the model.